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ABSTRACT 

W c apply the unified model of solid-liquid separation of 
tlocculated suspensions, presented in a companion con
tribution, to thrcc published experimental studies of 
batch sedimentation, centrifugation, and pressure filtra
tion with sedimentation, respectivcly. Thc neccssary 
constitutive equations are adopted from the findings of 
the respective authors of these works. The numerical 
simulations are compared with the experimental results, 
and illustrate important features of the unified model. 

INTRODUCTION 

ln this paper we apply the unitied mathematical 
theory of solid-liquid separation outlined by Bürger et 
al. (2001) to selected experiments from the literature. To 
this end, we review three theoretical and experimental 
studies of sedimentation, centrifugation and pressure 
filtration. After a brief account of the theory employed 
in cach case to interpret the measurements, we apply our 
phcnomenological model to the available data. The two 
ncccssary constitutive functions, the Kynch batch t1ux 
density function f = Jtl/>) and the effective solid stress 
function rJ0 = rJe( 1/>), are determined from the published 
concentration, permeability and compressibility data. 
Thc mathematical model is then solved numerically 
using these functions. The resulting simulations of 
solid-liquid separation behaviour are compared to the 
respective authors' experimental tindings and interpre
tations. 

Comparisons of the phenomenological model 
with experimental results have already been performed 
for batch settling expcriments (Bürger et ai. 1999, 
2000b; Garrido et ai. 2000). The novelty of this contri
bution consists in the recalculation of new cxperiments. 
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CASE 1: SIMULATION OF A BATCH SETTLING 
EXPERIMENT 

Consider tirst an experiment of batch sedi
mentation of t1occulated suspension. For that applica
tion, the unitied mathematical model of solid-liquid 
separation reduces to the tield equation (7) together with 
the initial and boundary conditions (11) and (12) of 
Bürger et ai. (2001 ). 

The recalculated sedimentation experiment is 
that of the settling of an attapulgite suspension as re
ported by Tiller and Khatib (1984 ). This experiment 
was also considercd by Diplas and Papanicolaou (1997) 
as a test case for their numerical model. The physical 
constants of the suspension were the solid and t1uid 
mass densities Ps = 2300 kg/m3 and Pr = 1000 kg/m3

, the 
initial concentration 1/>0 = 0.03 and the height of the 
suspension L=0.4 m. 

We made tirst numerical experiments with the 
following effective stress function, which were obtained 
from Eqns. (1 t) and (lh) of Diplas and Papanicaolaou 
(1997) by inserting constants given in their Table 1: 

(1) 

O for if>::; if>Jt), 

cr,(~,t)= 153.14[[ /(t)r -I]Pa (2) 
for 1/> > 1/> c (t). 

With this function, we obtained very small 
concentration changes within the sediment bed. ln par
ticular, the final concentrations obtained at the bottom 
of the vessel were much lower than the values. roughly 
in the range from 0.12 to 0.14, obtained in the simula
tions by Diplas and Papanicolaou (their Figure 6). To 
change this, note tirst that by Eq. (12) of Bürger et ai. 
(2001), the boundary condition at z = O for batch set
tling in a column can be rewritten as 
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êJ zrfl =- 8,,grp I CJ. ' (rp) at z =O, t >O, (3) 

i.e. the concentration gradicnt depends esscntially on the 
dcrivative of the c!Tcctive solids stress function. Thcre
fore, to produce steeper concentration protiles at z = O, 
we replaced lhe deriva tive of Eq. (2) hy 

O for rp::;; 1/J, (t), 

a .' (rp,t)= [( J
ll(l) l 153.14~ _L() -1 Pa 

dif! r/!, t 
(4) 

for !/J > rfic (t ), 

where rfJJt) is dcfined i n Eq. (1) and Figure 
shows thc function 

1 
2.77 

n(cJl)= 0.75+202(0.1-cjl) 

0.75 

for cjl, (t )::;; cjJ ::;; 0.09, 

for 0.09::;; cjJ::;; 0.01, (5) 

for cjJ > r{l, (t ). 
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Fi?ure 1: E!Tcctive solid strcss function a. = ae(rfJ,t) for 
tl1c simulation of the settling of an attapulgite suspen
~i on (Tiller and Khatih 1984, Di pias and Papanicolaou 
l lJ 'J7). 
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Figure 2: Kynch hatch tlux density function f{r/J) dcter
mined by spline interpolation for the simulation of the 
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settling of an attapulgite suspcnsion (Tillcr and Khatih 
19X4, Diplas and Papanicolaou 1997). 

~ ' 
CJ , (rp, t)= J CJ , (s,t )ds. 

We found it difficult to reproduce the experi
mental data using any of thc known standard Kynch 
hatch ilux density functions such as those hy 
Richardson and Zaki (1954) or Michaels and Bolger 
( 1962). Rathcr, wc constructccl the ílux function as a 
twice ditlcrentiahle, picccwise cuhic spline function 
interpolating givcn points, which are drawn as open 
circles in the t1ux plot, sec Figure 2. The available 
information consisted in thc data point JW)=O, thc oh
served initial supcrnatelsuspcnsion interface fali vcloc
ity, which determined lhe valttc }(0.03 )= -I. O x 10-~ m/s, 
certain data points in U1c 0.03 to 0.05 range constructed 
from thc observcd lower rarcfaction wave (see Figure 3 
of Diplas and Papanicolaou), and in the comprcssihility 
parametcrs taken from Tahlc I or that paper. Specili
cally, in view of Eq. (2), lhe second cquation of the pair 
of constitutive equations 

rp =1/J, (1 + aaJ!l , K = K 0 (1 + aa, ) ~ 15 , (6) 

which are usually attrihutcd to Tillcr and Leu (19XO) 
and in which a, p, and õ are constants and K0 is the 
permeahility at thc scdimcntlsuspension interface, and 
using paramctcrs from the mcntioned Tahle 1 of Di pias 
and Papanicolaou (1997) yiclds 

K = K(rfi )= 10- 14 (rp I rflc )'3m3 m z. (7) 

Using thc wcll-established formula (Bürger ct 
al. 2000b) for lhe conversion of permcahility valucs into 
values ofthe t1ux dcnsity function, 

J(!f!)=-K(if>)8Pgif> 2 
ltt·r· (8) 

where /1r is the dynamic viscosity of thc tluid, anel as
suming r/Jc = 0.065 and f1r = 0.001 Pa s, wc ohtain thc ex
prcssion 

J(rp)=-1.1l 66x 10-llrp -'"lx3 m/s, (9) 

which was evaluatcd to gencrate the data points for}( 1/J) 
for rp larger than 0.17. The rcsulti ng tlux density func
tion j{r/J) having three intlcction points is not unrcason
able, since similar tlux density functions were already 
considered by Scott (1968) and more recently by Font et 
al. (199X) (cf. their Figure 2). 
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Figure 3: Numerical simulation of batch sedimentation 
of an attapulgite suspensions: settling plot with isocon
centration tines (top) and concentration profiles (bot
tom). The symbols (o and O) correspond to interfaces 
measured by Ti ller and Khatib ( 1984 ). 

Figure 3 shows the result of our numerical 
simulation with these parameters, performed with the 
upwind difference method described in detail by Bürger 
and Karlsen (200 I) and a spatial discretization of & = 
L/300. Conceming the settling and similar filtration 
plots shown in this contributions it should be mentioned 
that over an interval of concentration values will always 
appear as a cumulation of the numerical isolines of the 
concentrations contained in that interval. 

CASE 2: SIMULATION OF A BATCH 
CENTRIFUGATION EXPERIMENT 

We next solve numerically one-dimensional 
solid-liquid separation model for batch centrifugation of 
a tlocculated suspension in a rotating tube, as given by 
Eqns. (9) with y = O and the initial and boundary condi
tions, Eqns. (14) and (15), of our companion paper 
(Bürger et ai. 200 I). To this end, we consider the study 
by Eckert et ai. ( 1996), who present centrifugai experi-

ments conducted to quantify the sedimentation and 
consolidation behaviour of fine tails generated by the 
extraction of bitumen from certain tar sands. ln that 
paper, the applied angular velocity m is increased suc
cessively to increase compression. These authors ex
plicitly state the following constitutive functions for 
their material: 
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f(~)=-7.04xl0-9 ~(1-~)8•93 m/s, (lO) 

(I I) 

A criticai concentration is not proposed, but the 
published experimental information, in particular the 
observed behaviour of the suspension/sediment inter
face, suggest that ~c should be dose to the initial con
centration IA1 = 0.14. We theretore chose ~c= 0.14. Un
fortunately. neither the outer radius of the rotating 
sedimentation tube R ( only the height of the suspension 
0.047m), nor the solid-liquid density difference b~ were 
published. 

ln the context of a different simulation of a 
settling experiment with the same material, Eckert et ai. 
( 1996) mention that "the final predicted concentration 
of solids at the bottom of the sediment was 25% by 
volume or 58% by weight", from which, by assuming Pr 
=1000 kglm 3

, one can conclude that p, = 4143 kg/m3
• 

We believe that this value is too high and doubt that the 
indicated 25% concentration value is correct: Figure 16 
of Eckert et ai. (1996 ), to wh ich the cited comment 
refers. clearly shows how a suspension of initial con
centration 1/Jo = 0.07 forms a sediment layer whose 
th ickness is a bit less than a quarter of the in itial height. 
Therefore the average solids concentration of the sedi
ment should equal roughly 0.28. Since the concentration 
at the bottom of the sediment is higher than at the sedi
ment/suspension interface, the bottom concentration at 
the bottom should be at least 28%. 

ln the simulation we used p, = 2600 kg/m3 and 
found best agreement for an outer radius R = 0.1m, 
which is reasonable for a laboratory centrifuge. The 
applied centrifugai force Roi varied between 8.3 and 
305 g, where g denotes the acceleration of gravity (here 
set to 9.81 m/s2

). Figure 4 shows the result of our nu
merical simulation, which was obtained by an applica
tion ofthe appropriate modification ofthe upwind finite 
difference method, see Bürger and Karlsen (2000b) and 
Bürger and Concha (200 I) for details. Note that al
though the initial concentration coincides with the 
criticai, a stress-free suspension zone is forming, as can 
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be seen from the formation of vertical iso-concentration 
)ines for t/J = 0.135, 0.13 and 0.125. 
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Figure 4: Numerical simulation of batch centrifugation 
of a suspension: settling plot (top) and concentration 
pro files (bottom ). The open circles (o) refer to the su
pemate/suspension interface measured by Eckert et ai. 
(1996). 

CASE 3: SIMULA TION OF AN EXPERIMENT OF 
PRESSURE FILTRATION WITH 

SIMULTANEOUSSEDIMENTATION 

We finally apply the unified model of solid
liquid separation to experimental data for pressure fil
tration. ln that case, the relevant equations of Bürger et 
ai. (200 I) are the field equation (7), the kinematic 
boundary conditions (16) and ( 17) and the dynam i c 
boundary condition 

a(t) = a.( çS(O, t))- g[m + Pr(h(l)- h0)]- f.Jr Rmh'(t) . (12) 

We recall that o(t) is the applied pressure, m 
the initial suspension mass, h(t) the piston height, h0 the 
initial piston height, f.Jr the dynamic viscosity of the 
fluid, and Rm the resistance ofthe filter medium. 
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/ (</!) :~ h (</1) for 0.16 ~ti> $ 0.22, 

h( I/>} for 0.22 $ tJ> $ </Jmu ~ 0.6, 

ji( tJ>) : ~ -- 2.7 X 10- 4q\(1 - 2.7</J) 405 [m js], 

f (") · ~ - 383 IO_,<fJ( l - j (</J) 4>)' "' I I l 
2 " . . x j (.pJI I ' m s, 

j (q'>) := 3.578- 5.403</1, 

f>( </J) := - 6.73 X 10-6 </J(l - </J/tJ>m .. )2
·
86 

- 1.46 X J0- 7 [mj sj. 
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Figure 5: Kynch batch flux density function j{t/J) deter
mined from experimental information by Font and 
Hemández (2000). 

Here we consider a recent study by Font and 
Hemández ( 1999), who performed experiments with a 
calcium carbonate suspension having the parameters p, 
= 2648 kg/m3

, Pr = I 000 kg/m3
, and r/kJ = 0.1115. 

For t/J < 0.16 and 0.16 :S t/J :S 0.22, we adopted 
the respective expression j{t/J) = J.(t/J) and f{t/J) = fi(t/J) 
stated explicitly Font and Hemández (2000), with the 
modification that the coefficient -3.76 x 104 in their 
equation (13) was replaced by -3.83 x 104 to make the 
flux density function continuous. The segment ./(t/J) = 

h (t/J), valid for 0.22 :S rp :S tAmx = 0.6, was designed in 
such a way that it connects smoothly withJ2(t/J), and that 
the resulting permeability value at t/J = tAmx is consistent 
with that obtained from the average specific cake resis
tance formula, Eq. (20) in Font and Hemández (2000). 
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We directly adopted the effective solid stress 
formula given in that paper, 

a ( )= {O for r/J ~ lPc = 0.25, (! 3) 
e r/J 1.279 x l 09 r/J 22 1736pa for r/J > lPc, 

where the chosen value of t/Jc is in the range 0.215 to 
0.27 considered appropriate in that paper. 

The values of the applied pressure used by 
Font and Hemández (2000), defined as the pressure 
differences between the \op of th~ suspension and the 
bottom of the filter medium, varied betwoon 17 an.d 97 
mmHg, i.e. between 2266.1 and 12930.1 Pa. The initial 
height was ~ = 0.063m. We simulated the experiment 
with o(t)= 57mmHg = 7598.1 Pa, for which detailed 
plots of observed interfaces were provided. 

l 
~ 
I 
~ 
1 
-iR •· 
1 
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Figure 6: Prcssurc tiltration with simultaneous sedi
mentation: filtration plot (top) and concentration pro
files (hottom). Thc symhols (11, n and O) represent inter
faces measured hy Font and Hernándcz (2000). 

For rirst test calculations wc used thc paramc
tcrs J.ir = 1 o-3 Pa s and R,,= 3.1P X 1010 m-1

. lt turned out, 
howcvcr, that thc use ol· these values produced insta
hilitics ofthc numerical mcthod . Thesc bccamc apparent 
as a conscqucnce of the direct iteration adopted from 
Biir~cr ct ai. (2000a), which has proved to work well for 
largc applicd prcssurcs, in Lhe right-hand part of thc 
equation 

Cíe ( ~ (0.1)) = (}(! ) + gim+ Pr (h( I ) - h0 )j + J1t Rmh'(t), ( 14) 

which hecame negative such thaL it could not be in
vertcd to yicld Lhe value rf>(O,t ). Hcrc, we circumvented 
this problcm hy usi ng Lhe puhlishcd pressure drops 
across various hcigl!t di llcrcnces of the system. ln par
ticular, the pressurc differcnce across the íilter medium 
could hc calculatcd from FonL and Hcrnándcz' Table 3. 
For the run considered here, this difference, denoted 
herc hy cr,, is 5 mmHg or 666.5 Pa . We therefore ne
glected U1e effect or iiltcr medium resistance, i.e. util
ized the dynamic houndary condition 

(Je (rp(O.t ))= cr(t )- (JIII + g[m + Pr (!t(! )- ho )]. (15) 
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Figure 6 shows our numerical simulation of the 
experiment, obtained with the numerical method out
lined in Bürger et ai. (2000a) (which is yet another ver
sion of the upwind finite difference scheme) wiili a 
discretization M = h(t)/200. Note U1at ilie movement of 
the piston makes it necessary to adapt U1e mesh in each 
time step. The concentration profile diagram also dis
plays a series of fat black dots, which denote the con
centration just below the piston height. The scries of 
dots illustrates that very quickiy a clear liquid zone 
forms between the bulk suspension and thc piston. 

DISCUSSION 

The test cases presented here illustrate severa! 
features of the unified mathematical model of iliicken
ing, filtration and centrifugation of tlocculated suspen
sions. 

Ali three examples illustratc ilie ability of .the 
model to correctly prcdict the piston height (in the case 
of prcssure fi1tration) and ilie suspension/supernate and 
filter cake/suspcnsion interfaces, without bcaring the 
necessity to cxplicitly track and switch between differ
ent equations across thcm. This contrasts in particular 
with the significantly more complicatcd treatments of 
Diplas and Papanicolaou (1997): U1e authors of that 
paper essentially use the same model as iliat outlined in 
this paper, but use separate solution procedures for the 
hyperbolic and ilie parabolic compression part, which 
requires a manual graphical procedurc and tracking of 
Lhe type-change interface, i.e. the sediment levei. 

Moreover, in the tirst and the iliird case of this 
paper, we observe that fans of characteristics, i.e. the 
sequences of iso-concentration tines hetween 0.031 and 

0.035 in Figure 3 and from rf> = 0.11 S to rf> = 0.16 in 
Figure 6, separatc the hulk suspension from the sedi
ment or filter cake. These characteristics appear to he 
emerging tangentially from ilie rising sediment or filter 
cake surface, corresponding to the iso-concentration line 
rf> = rf>c· It should he emphasized iliat these tangential 
characteristics have heen determined numerically, and 
that their presence is not part of ilie a priori assumptions 
of our mathematical model. This contrasts with the 
explicit assumption of the existence of tangential char
acteristics going back to Fitch (1983), which also enters 
into both Diplas and Papanicolaou's and Font and 
Hcrnández' construction procedures. Since ilie presence 
of tangential characteristics is the key ingredient to 
some interesting applications (Font et al. 1999, Font and 
Laveda 2000), it would he interesting to analyze ana
lytically under which conditions they form as part of the 
entropy solution of the strongly degenerate paraholic-
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hyperbolic tield equation, removing the necessity to 
postulate them a priuri. 

The mentioned difficulties with the appropriate 
coupling conuition in the case of pressure tiltration, 
which were circumvented here, alert to the fact that the 
model formulation for pressure filtration, involving a 
free boundary problem, gives in some circumstances 
rise to numcrical problems that still have to be solved. 

The results illustrate the predictive power of 
the unitied mathematical theory. However, we did not 
make the effort to seek the utmost degree of agreement 
of the simul<Jtion with provided numerical or experi
mental information, sine e the model functions f( if>) and 
a e( if>), enter in a nonlinear and coupled way into the 
solid-liquid separation model, and their independent 
determination such that the error between simulation 
and experiment is minimized is still an open, and im
portant problem. 
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